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HOTEL HUSAFELL ADDS NEW WEST ICELAND HIKING ITINERARIES 

HUSAFELL, ICELAND (July 26, 2017) - Exploring Iceland’s glaciers, lava caves and remote natural 

wilderness just got easier with the launch of ten new hiking trails from Hotel Husafell luxury resort in 

West Iceland. 

The new Husafell Hiking Trails lead hikers along marked paths through magnificent landscapes inside 

Husafell Nature Reserve and feature different levels of difficulty suitable for all experience levels. 

Travelers can choose from escorted hikes or self-guided exploration using the newly developed Husafell 

Hiking Map. 

Planning a trip to West Iceland’s remote natural wonders will be easier, while also providing an option 

for daytrips to those in nearby Reykjavik. Located twenty minutes from Langjokull Glacier, Husafell is 

only 90 minutes from the capital by car.  

 “Part of what makes Husafell so beautiful is its uncrowded and secluded location" says Hotel Husafell 

Manager Unnar Bergthorsson. "With our new marked hiking trails and detailed map, visitors can 'get 

lost' in the remote wilderness without actually getting lost. Exploring and discovering on your own is 

essential to the Icelandic travel experience, especially here in Husafell where you’ll encounter 

something new at every turn."  

Each of the ten new hiking routes offers a different theme like a Water Trail with active hot springs or 

the Artist Trail adorned with boulders etched by famed Husafell artist Pall Gudmundsson. The free 

Husafell Hiking Map is available from reception at Hotel Husafell, at Husafell Visitor Center and via 

digital download. 

https://lendingar.is/uploads/husafell/gonguleidir-a-husafelli.pdf


 
ABOUT HOTEL HUSAFELL 

Hotel Husafell is the only 4-star resort dramatically located just steps away from Langjokull Glacier in 

West Iceland. Surrounded by the region’s renowned attractions, Saga sites, highlands and nature 

inspired adventure activities, the hotel appeals to outdoor loving travelers seeking elegant 

surroundings. The resort-style property features 48 design-centric guestroom, gourmet restaurant with 

glacier views, thermal spa, golf course and marked nature trails. Fully self-sustainable, Hotel Husafell is 

powered by 100% clean, renewable energy produced on site. More information can be found at 

www.hotelhusafell.com; or email mailto:booking@hotelhusafell.is. Follow Hotel Husafell on Twitter 

@HotelHusafell; Instagram HotelHusafell or become a Facebook fan at 

www.facebook.com/HotelHusafell. 
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